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Abstract

Userspace library file systems (LibFSes) promise to unleash
the performance potential of non-volatile memory (NVM) by
directly accessing it and enabling unprivileged applications
to customize their LibFSes to their workloads. Unfortunately,
such benefits pose a significant challenge to ensuring meta-
data integrity. Existing works either underutilize NVM’s per-
formance or forgo critical file system security guarantees.
We present Trio, a userspace NVM file system architec-

ture that resolves this inherent tension with a clean decou-
pling among file system design, access control, and metadata
integrity enforcement. Our key insight is that other state (i.e.,
auxiliary state) in a file system can be regenerated from its
“ground truth” state (i.e., core state). Thus, Trio explicitly de-
fines the data structure of a single core state and shares it as
common knowledge among its LibFSes and the trusted entity.
Enabled by this, a LibFS can directly access NVM without
involving the trusted entity and can be customized with its
private auxiliary state. The trusted entity enforces metadata
integrity by verifying the core state of a file when its write
access is transferred from one LibFS to another. We design a
generic POSIX-like file system called ArckFS and two cus-
tomized file systems based on the Trio architecture. Our
evaluation shows that ArckFS outperforms existing NVM
file systems by 3.1× to 17× on LevelDB while the customized
file systems further outperform ArckFS by 1.3×.

CCS Concepts • Hardware → Non-volatile memory; •
Information systems → Phase change memory; • Soft-
ware and its engineering → File systems management;

Keywords Userspace File Systems, Library File Systems, Di-
rect Access, File System Customization, File System Integrity,
Persistent Memory
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1 Introduction

Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technologies, e.g.,
Intel Optane persistent memory [11] and future CXL-based
storage devices [14, 27], offer the best of memory and
storage. NVM’s unique characteristics provide new oppor-
tunities to design high-performance file systems. Specif-
ically, NVM allows direct access with unprivileged load
and store instructions. Furthermore, the hardware mem-
ory management unit (MMU) enforces access permission
to different NVM regions, thus deprecating the need for
a privileged entity to mediate every NVM access. These
observations lead to userspace NVM file system designs
that move (most) parts of the file system functionality
out of the kernel to an application-linked library file sys-
tem (LibFS) [20, 23, 32, 35, 38, 46].
Userspace NVM file systems bring two key performance

advantages. First, applications can directly access NVM
through LibFS to perform file system operations, thereby
minimizing the software overhead in the storage stack. Sec-
ond, applications can customize its LibFS to bridge the seman-
tic gaps and further boost its performance [46]. Critically, an
application does not require special privileges to customize
its LibFS. Moreover, customizing for one workload may often
negatively affect another. Userspace NVM file systems can
effectively avoid this issue by assigning private LibFSes to
each application.
Unfortunately, the performance advantages also pose an

inherent challenge to enforcing file system security. Specifi-
cally, with direct access, malicious applications can bypass
enforcement and attack others by corrupting file system
metadata. Resolving this requires a trusted entity to vali-
date metadata integrity. However, due to customization, each
LibFS’ data structures may be different, which the trusted
entity does not understand, thus preventing the validation.

Existing designs fail to resolve such inherent tension. The
conventional design [20, 32, 35, 46, 48] employs a trusted
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Figure 1. Comparison of userspace NVM file system architectures.
(a) Designs [20, 32, 35, 46, 48] that mediate metadata updates pre-
vent direct NVM access and hinder unprivileged private customiza-
tion. (b) Designs [23, 38] that support direct NVM access incur
security vulnerabilities since malicious applications can corrupt
shared file system state. (c) Trio enables direct NVM access, un-
privileged private customization, and metadata integrity through
state separation and a clean decouple of responsibilities.

entity to mediate and perform metadata updates. While this
design ensures metadata integrity, it incurs expensive over-
head for metadata updates (up to 68%, as reported in [23]),
bakes file system design into the trusted entity, and there-
fore requires special privileges for customization. It thus
significantly compromises the aforementioned performance
advantages. On the other hand, ZoFS [23] enables direct meta-
data updates but forgoes metadata integrity. ZoFS offers pro-
tection by confining metadata corruption within one set of
NVM pages (i.e., coffer). Despite this, since applications share
coffers, malicious applications can still perform attacks by
corrupting the metadata within a coffer (§2.3.2).
We present Trio, a new userspace NVM file system ar-

chitecture that provides both performance and security by
supporting three crucial properties simultaneously: (1) Di-
rect access: LibFSes can directly access NVM for both data
and metadata operations on both regular files and directories.
(2) Unprivileged private customization: Applications can
flexibly customize their LibFSes without special privileges
(unprivileged) or affecting others (private). (3) Metadata in-

tegrity: As with kernel file systems, a malicious application
cannot attack others by corrupting the metadata state.

To overcome the inherent tension among the design goals,
our key insight is that file system state can be separated into
core state and auxiliary state. Core state is the essential state
that a file system uses as ground truth (e.g., inode, data pages),
while auxiliary state is decided by and can be rebuilt from
core state (e.g., in-memory cache, block bitmap). Using this
insight, Trio explicitly defines the layout and data structure
of a single core state, which are shared among components
while each component maintains its private auxiliary state.

Trio consists of three (types of) components: an in-kernel
access controller, per-application LibFSes, and a trusted
userspace integrity verifier. The kernel controller decides
which shared file system resources (i.e., NVM pages and in-
odes) a LibFS can access. Each LibFS realizes a complete file

system design, directly accesses a file1’s core state for data
and metadata operations, and performs unprivileged private
customization with its private auxiliary state.

To ensure secure sharing, Trio prevents LibFSes from up-
dating a file simultaneously. Furthermore, before a LibFS
accesses a file modified by another LibFS, the integrity veri-
fier checks if the file’s core state is valid. If not, the kernel
controller handles the corruption. Unlike a full offline file sys-
tem check, the integrity verifier only checks the core state of
a single file, making its overhead acceptable (ranges from sev-
eral to hundreds of microseconds for medium-sized files, as
reported in §6.5). The LibFS then rebuilds the file’s auxiliary
state from the valid core state and can securely access the file.
Trio thus departs from the prior approaches that either vali-
date metadata integrity for every operation [20, 32, 35, 46]
or completely forgo it [23, 38].
We demonstrate the advantages of Trio by designing a

generic POSIX-like (but not fully POSIX-compliant) file sys-
tem: ArckFS2. To fully exploit the benefits of direct access,
we carefully design ArckFS with efficient data structures,
scalable NVM data access engine, and fine-grained paral-
lelism, thereby achieving low latency, high bandwidth, and
excellent scalability for both data and metadata operations.

Using Trio, we further design two customized file systems
based on ArckFS’s core state: KVFS [46], which optimizes
for small file access, and FPFS [45, 53], which optimizes for
deep directory access. The customization involves chang-
ing interfaces and key metadata structures and is heavily
workload-specific. By making file system design solely the
responsibility of LibFS, Trio enables the customization with-
out special privilege or affecting other applications, neither
of which prior approaches [46] could achieve. Our evalua-
tion shows that ArckFS outperforms other file systems by
by 3.1× to 17× on LevelDB, and has two orders of magnitude
improvements in scalability microbenchmarks. KVFS and
FPFS further outperform ArckFS by 1.3×.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Trio.We propose a new userspace file system archi-
tecture: Trio. Through file system state separation and
clean responsibility decoupling, Trio provides direct
access, unprivileged private customization, and meta-
data integrity simultaneously.

• ArckFS.We design ArckFS, a POSIX-like userspace
NVM file system based on Trio. ArckFS achieves low
latency, high throughput, and excellent scalability for
both data and metadata operations.

• File system customization. We present two cus-
tomized file systems, demonstrating the flexible un-
privileged private customization enabled by Trio.

1We use the term “file” to refer to both regular files and directories.
2named after Beethoven’s Piano Trio “Archduke”



In-kernel Metadata update
mediation (§2.3.1)

Direct access
(§2.3.2) Trio

Direct data access × ✓ ✓ ✓
Direct metadata access × × ✓ ✓
Unprivileged custom. × × ✓ ✓

Per-app custom. × × × ✓
Metadata integrity ✓ ✓ × ✓

Table 1. Summary of NVM file systems.

2 Background and Motivation

Our work and many related NVM file systems are not limited
to a specific NVM technology. This section presents our
hardware assumptions on NVM (§2.1), a motivation for file
system customization (§2.2), existing userspace NVM file
systems designs (§2.3), and a summary of lessons we learned
from prior designs (§2.4), which motivates Trio.

2.1 NVM Technologies

Hardware assumptions. Across the paper, we use the
term “NVM” to denote storage devices with the following
characteristics. First, software can access NVM through un-
privileged instructions (e.g., load/store). Second, there exist
mechanisms (e.g., page tables) for privileged software to en-
force access permission to NVM regions. Third, the access
latency of NVM is low. Fourth, NVM is byte addressable. The
first two characteristics enable secure userspace access. The
third characteristic motivates reducing software overhead,
and the last characteristic is critical to the file system design.
Present and future use of NVM. Many storage devices
meet the above assumptions. Specifically, industry has been
using battery-backed DRAM as NVM [10, 34]. Intel Optane
Persistent Memory [11], based on 3D Xpoint [1], is the first
publicly available NVM technique. Emerging Compute Ex-
press Link (CXL) standard [3] introduces new possibilities
to NVM. The current CXL standard includes specific sup-
port for NVM [2]. Industry has already proposed CXL-based
NVM devices with new memory technologies [12, 27] or a
combination of battery-based DRAM and flash memory [14].

2.2 File System Customization

A general-purpose system aims to provide acceptable perfor-
mance under all scenarios and thus cannot provide optimal
performance for a specific workload. As a result, improving
application performance with workload-specific customiza-
tion of the underlying system software has been extensively
studied [25, 30, 33, 40, 41, 46, 52].
Prior works have built customization frameworks for

scheduling [33], kernel locks [40], and the entire operat-
ing system [25, 30]. These frameworks aim to provide two
key characteristics. First, customization can be performed
securely without special privileges. Thus, all applications
in the system can benefit from customization. Second, cus-
tomization performed by one application does not affect
other applications. This is critical since a custom mechanism

that optimizes performance for one workload can reduce
performance for others. However, as detailed below, existing
userspace NVM file systems cannot fully achieve the above
two characteristics.

2.3 Userspace NVM File Systems

Prior research on userspace NVM file systems has deeply
investigated the direct access and customization benefits.
They have proposed novel designs to enable direct access
for data [32] or even metadata operations [23, 54]. In
addition, Aerie [46] pioneers userspace NVM file system
customization and proposes flexible interfaces to efficiently
implement LibFSes. Existing works on userspace NVM file
systems also explore leveraging NVM in tired storage [35],
maximizing multicore scalability [20], or minimizing
indexing overhead [38].
Userspace NVM file systems typically assume a threat

model where hardware, kernel, and privileged userspace
processes are not compromised and thus trusted. However,
LibFSes and applications are not trusted and can cause
arbitrary corruption in the file system. As a result, the
design of userspace NVM file systems focuses on preventing
metadata (i.e., any state other than actual data in regular
files) corruption from malicious applications and LibFSes.
Despite their impressive achievements, existing designs
either enforce metadata integrity at a high performance
cost (§2.3.1) or relax the guarantee, leading to security
vulnerabilities (§2.3.2).

2.3.1 NVM FS based on metadata update mediation

One type of userspace file systems achieves metadata in-
tegrity by preventing LibFSes from directly updating it [20,
32, 35, 46]. Instead, a trusted entity, either in the kernel or
as a privileged process, receives metadata update requests
from LibFSes, validates the requests, and performs the up-
date for the LibFS. This introduces an undesirable coupling
between file system design and the trusted entity and thus
significantly impacts performance, as we detail below.
Increase software overhead for metadata updates. All
metadata updates involve expensive IPCs or context switches
between the LibFS and the trusted entity, significantly in-
creasing the software overhead. ZoFS [23] reports that such
mediation incurs an overhead of 44% for 4KB appends and
68% for file creations. Furthermore, synchronizing metadata
access between the trusted entity and LibFSes introduces
a scalability bottleneck. Existing designs rely on complex
lock-free algorithms to resolve it [20].
Aerie [46] and Strata [35] alleviate the communication

overhead by batching the update requests in a local log. This
incurs an extra write to the log. The log also requires garbage
collection mechanisms, leading to additional overhead and
complexity. Finally, a log shared by all threads may become



a scalability bottleneck, while a per-thread log requires a
complicated algorithm for correctness [18].
Hinder customization. With this design, file systems bake
the implementation of metadata updates into the trusted
entity. Thus, to customize, for example, a data structure used
in metadata updates, an application needs special privileges
to change the trusted entity. Furthermore, such changes
affect all applications that share the trusted entity.

2.3.2 NVM FS based on direct metadata updates

Another type of userspace file systems relaxes the meta-
data integrity guarantee to enable direct metadata up-
dates [23, 38, 54]. ctFS [38] does not enforce metadata in-
tegrity, assuming that all applications sharing the file system
trust each other. MadFS [54] allows direct updates to certain
metadata in regular files and thus similarly suffers from some
of the vulnerabilities mentioned below.
ZoFS overview. ZoFS allows direct metadata updates and
offers protections with the coffer abstraction [23]. A coffer
contains multiple NVM pages with the same access permis-
sion. ZoFS couples a LibFS to a coffer instead of an applica-
tion as in prior designs (§2.3.1). Hence, applications access a
shared coffer through the same LibFS and share that LibFS’s
state (Figure 1). ZoFS does not prevent metadata corruption
but instead mitigates its effects. For example, ZoFS uses Intel
MPK [13] to make LibFSes access only one coffer at a time,
thereby confining the metadata corruption within that coffer.
ZoFS limitations. Since multiple applications use the same
LibFS to access one coffer, customizing one LibFS affects all
the applications sharing that coffer.
ZoFS does not enforce metadata integrity and allows ap-

plications to update the shared coffer and LibFS state simul-
taneously. Although ZoFS can prevent some attacks, these
two design choices lead to several vulnerabilities. Some ex-
amples include (1) Memory-based exploitation. A malicious
application (attacker) can modify pointers in file system
data structures, causing another application (victim) to leak
or overwrite sensitive information in DRAM. For example,
suppose a victim copies a file. The attacker can modify the
pointers in the source file’s indexes to point to the victim’s
sensitive DRAM data, making the victim write it to the des-
tination file. (2) Denial of service attack. For example, as
noted by ZoFS’s authors, an attacker can hold locks in the
LibFS forever. (3) Semantic attack. An attacker can perform
attacks by violating file system guarantees. For example, an
attacker can remove non-empty directories, making files
disconnected from the root path. Other examples include
creating files with the same name under one directory or
causing loops in directory paths.

2.4 Lessons Learned from Prior Designs

Avoid metadata update mediation. Mediating metadata
updates incurs significant overhead, hinders customization,

introduces scalability bottlenecks, and greatly complicates
system design (§2.3.1).
Enforce metadata integrity with trusted entities. Not
enforcing metadata integrity leads to severe security vul-
nerabilities (§2.3.2). While it is possible to let a LibFS check
the metadata integrity before its access, this imposes a sig-
nificant burden on programming LibFS. Furthermore, LibFS
does not have the knowledge and the privilege to handle
corruption (e.g., revoke file system access permission from a
malicious application). Thus, central trusted entities should
enforce metadata integrity.
No simultaneous state sharing among applications.

Sharing LibFS state among applications prevents per-
application customization and incurs security vulnerabil-
ities (§2.3.2). Thus, each LibFS should belong to only one
application. Concurrent writes to NVM pages (e.g., coffer)
from multiple applications also open up opportunities for
attacks. Thus, as prior designs (§2.3.1), only concurrent read
access or exclusive write access to a file should be allowed.

3 The Trio Architecture

Motivated by §2, we present Trio, a userspace file system ar-
chitecture that unleashes the performance potential of NVM
while ensuring metadata integrity. This section presents
Trio’s design goals and challenges (§3.1), design overview
(§3.2), and concludes with a discussion (§3.3).

3.1 Trio Design Goals and Challenges

We design Trio to meet the following goals and resolve the
inherent tension among these goals.
Direct access. To minimize software overhead and avoid
scalability bottlenecks, Trio allows a LibFS to access NVM
directly to perform both data and metadata operations on
both regular files and directories.
Unprivileged private customization. To facilitate un-
privileged customization, Trio must cleanly decouple file
system design from trusted entities; file system design is
only LibFSes’ responsibility. Furthermore, a LibFS should
not be shared so that applications can customize their LibF-
Ses without affecting others.
File sharing. To maintain the conventional file system
abstraction, Trio should allow multiple applications, each
has a different private LibFS, to share files. However, with
unprivileged private customization, each LibFS has its own
file system semantics. It is challenging to enable file sharing
among LibFSes with, for example, different data structures.
Metadata Integrity. Since applications can be buggy or
malicious, as with kernel file systems, Trio must prohibit
ill-behaved applications from (1) accessing data without per-
mission and (2) conducting attacks on others by corrupting
the file system’s metadata.



It is advantageous for trusted entities to enforce metadata
integrity (§2.4). However, Trio’s other design goals make
it challenging. First, to meet the direct access design goal,
trusted entities cannot use the conventional approach to
mediate metadata updates. Second, due to file system cus-
tomization, the trusted entities do not understand LibFSes’
data structures and thus cannot verify their integrity.

3.2 Trio Overview

File system state separation. To overcome Trio’s design
challenges, we consider the state in a file system.We find that
it can be separated into (1) “core state”, which is the essential
state of a file system and cannot be generated if lost (i.e., hard
state [42]), and (2) “auxiliary state”, which can be discarded
and if necessary, rebuilt from the core state (i.e., soft state).
Hence, Trio can use core state as common knowledge among
components for sharing and integrity enforcement while
achieving its performance goals with auxiliary state.

More specifically, core state contains the most important
file system state: contents of files and the critical metadata
to realize the basic file system abstraction (e.g., file names,
file access permissions, the directory hierarchy). Auxiliary
state contains the information to maintain file system inter-
faces (e.g., file descriptors), to achieve supporting functional-
ities (e.g., locks), and to speed up accessing core state (e.g.,
various types of caches, the inode bitmap). Core state must
be in non-volatile storage since it cannot be lost, while aux-
iliary state can be in either non-volatile or volatile storage.
The exact core state and auxiliary state depend on the file
system design. We provide one example of POSIX-like file
systems in §4.

To achieve the design goals,Trio first explicitly defines the
data layout and the data structure of a single core state. All
the components of Trio, namely all LibFSes and the trusted
entities, share this core state. A LibFS cannot change the
data structure of the core state. Instead, each LibFS manages
and can freely change its private auxiliary state. As detailed
below, such state separation enables Trio to overcome its de-
sign challenges and simultaneously meet all the design goals.
Trio components. Figure 2 shows the components of Trio
and its workflow. Unlike prior architectures [20, 23, 32, 35,
46], Trio cleanly decouples file system design, access control,
and integrity verification from each other. Specifically, Trio
consists of three (types of) components: per-application LibF-
Ses, an in-kernel access controller, and a trusted userspace
integrity verifier as a standalone privileged process. Each
LibFS has its own file system design based on its private aux-
iliary state. The kernel controller enforces each LibFS’ access
to the shared file system resources (e.g., NVM pages, inodes).
Upon sharing a file, the integrity verifier inspects the file’s
core state modified by a LibFS (or a malicious application) to
enforce metadata integrity.
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unmap
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Figure 2. Trio enables file sharing between two different LibFSes.
(1) A LibFS requests access to a file, and (2) the kernel controller
grants it access to the file’s core state. (3) The LibFS builds the
file’s auxiliary state. (4) Afterwards, the LibFS directly accesses
the file. (5) Upon sharing, the LibFS unmaps the file, and (6) the
kernel controller sends the file for verification. (8) If fails, the kernel
controller handles the corruption (§4.3). (9) The kernel controller
grants the other LibFS access to the file’s valid core state. (10) The
LibFS builds the file’s auxiliary state and (11) accesses the file.

Protected direct access. With Trio, a file’s NVM pages
only contain the state of that file. When a LibFS accesses a
file for the first time, it requests the kernel controller access
to the core state of the file. If it has permission, the kernel
controller grants access by programming the MMU. After
obtaining access, a LibFS can access the core state for both
metadata and data operations without involving any trusted
entity, thereby achieving the direct access goal.
Flexible unprivileged private customization. Thanks to
the state separation, file system design is solely the respon-
sibility of LibFSes. Furthermore, each LibFS only belongs to
one application. An application can thus freely perform cus-
tomizations on the LibFSes’ auxiliary state, thereby achieving
the unprivileged private customization design goal (§5).
File sharing among different LibFSes. The sharing gran-
ularity in Trio is a single file. Since every LibFS understands
the data structure of core state, despite having a different
design, each LibFS can share a file by building its auxiliary
state from the core state. As detailed below, Trio enforces a
concurrent reads or exclusive write file sharing policy. Hence,
a LibFS does not need to handle stale auxiliary state; either
it is the only writer, or the file is read-only.
Enforcing metadata integrity. Enforcing metadata in-
tegrity requires avoiding simultaneous sharing of LibFSes
and files state and preventing metadata corruption (§2.4). To
avoid simultaneous state sharing, Trio associates a LibFS
to one application and enforces concurrent read accesses or
exclusive write access to a file.
Trio offers a guarantee that metadata corruption is con-

fined to the application that causes it. As a result, Trio pre-
vents attacks from malicious applications while enabling
direct access. To realize this guarantee, when one LibFS re-
leases its write access to a file, Trio informs the integrity



verifier to check the file’s core state. The LibFS then waits
for the verification (and the potential fix for state corruption)
to complete. If the verification fails, the integrity verifier
informs the kernel controller to handle it. The kernel con-
troller can handle the corruption with various policies, such
as preventing future access to the file, rolling back the file to
a checkpoint state, or fixing the state corruption. Section 4.3
details one checkpoint-based policy that also minimizes data
loss by allowing LibFSes to commit changes.
Controlling the trust boundary. With Trio, sharing a file
across the trust boundary incurs the overhead of file map-
ping and unmapping, integrity verification, and rebuilding
the auxiliary state. Following the conventional OS design,
the default trust boundary in Trio is a process. However,
such a trust boundary is often too restrictive since processes
may mutually trust each other (e.g., processes belonging to
the same application). Trio’s design enables a user to control
the trust boundary explicitly, thereby improving sharing per-
formance. Specifically, Trio provides an abstraction named
trust group, which contains multiple processes belonging to
the same user and mutually trusting each other. Thus, pro-
cesses in the same trust group can share files with a shared
LibFS and thereby avoiding the sharing overhead.

3.3 Discussion and Limitations

Data integrity. In essence, ArckFS aims at offering the
performance advantages of userspace file systems (by maxi-
mizing direct access and unprivileged private customization)
while preserving the same abstraction (by enabling file shar-
ing) and security guarantee (by enforcingmetadata integrity)
of kernel file systems. Therefore, enforcing data integrity (i.e.,
protecting data in regular files) is orthogonal toTrio’s design.
Since Trio already enforces file access permissions (with
MMU as discussed in §3.2), as with kernel file systems, the
user is responsible for managing file access permissions to
protect against malicious users. For unintentional corrup-
tions caused by, e.g., software bugs or hardware errors, file
systems based on ArckFS can design its core state to employ
the relevant protection techniques.
Limitations. Trio inherits two general limitations from
prior userspace NVM file systems [20, 32, 35, 46]. First, file
systems based on the Trio architecture cannot fully conform
to certain file system semantics like POSIX. Specifically, to
ensure metadata integrity, Trio cannot support concurrent
write accesses from multiple untrusted applications to a file.
Other examples include MMU cannot enforce the search
permission of a directory, and file timestamps under certain
scenarios cannot be precisely maintained (e.g., the access
time of a read-only file). Second, Trio incurs extra costs
upon file sharing. However, the sharing cost is not incurred
when the file is read shared, or shared within a process or
a trust group. The sharing cost is high only when multiple
untrusted applications frequently write to a shared file. File
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Figure 3. An overview of the three presented userspace NVM file
systems using the Trio architecture. All the LibFSes share the same
core state, kernel controller, and integrity verifier.

systems in a central trusted entity are more suitable for the
above scenario.

4 ArckFS: POSIX-like FS Using Trio

This section concretizes the design of Trio by presenting
ArckFS, a userspace file system using the Trio architecture.
ArckFS provides the POSIX APIs with similar file system se-
mantics. In addition to the properties enabled by Trio (§3.1),
ArckFS further features: (1)Minimal core state. Deciding the
core state of a file system involves tradeoffs. A large core
state reduces the building time of the auxiliary state upon
sharing and simplifies LibFS development. A small core state
increases the flexibility of customization and reduces the
time in verifying metadata integrity. Thus, ArckFS chooses
a minimal core state design. (2) Multicore scalability. Mod-
ern servers have hundreds of CPUs. While NVM allows a
high degree of concurrent access, the storage stack often in-
troduces scalability bottlenecks (e.g., VFS [20, 39]). ArckFS
maximizes concurrent access with fine-grained parallelism.

The rest of the section presents ArckFS ’s core state (§4.1),
how it achieves high performance and multicore scalabil-
ity(§4.2), enforces metadata integrity(§4.3), and preserves
crash consistency (§4.4).

4.1 Core state

Layout. As shown in Figure 3, ArckFS’s core state consists
of a superblock, a shadow inode table, and file pages. The
superblock records the general file system information (e.g.,
the total number of blocks). The kernel controller maintains
the shadow inode table to enforce metadata integrity (§4.2).
As detailed below, the file pages contain the inodes and data
of directories and regular files. A LibFS has read access to the
superblock, has no access to the shadow inode table, and the
file access permission decides a LibFS’ access to file pages.

Next, we present the data structure design in file pages to
minimize the core state while maximizing direct accesses by
enabling MMU to correctly enforce the access permission
for common file system operations.
Core state of a regular file. Common operations on a
regular file are read, write, and truncate. Read requires file
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read permission, while write and truncate require write
permission. Thus, to support direct userspace handling, a
regular file contains index pages and data pages (Figure 4).
Each entry of index pages points to a data page. The last
entry of an index page points to the next index page. By map-
ping the index pages and data pages, the LibFS can directly
handle read, write, and truncate. The LibFS persists data
operations immediately (§4.4) and thus ignores fsync().
Core state of a directory. Common operations on a direc-
tory are search a file under it, list all files under it, stat
(obtain the statistics of) a file, insert a file, and delete a
file. Search, list, and stat operations require directory read
permission and insert and delete require write permission.
A directory contains index pages and data pages with

directory entries. A directory entry contains information
like inode number, file name, and the length of name. Thus,
the LibFS can directly perform list and search by mapping
the index and data pages of directories. As a result, LibFS
resolves a path by mapping each directory’s pages along the
path and search for the next file.

As discussed above, stat, create, and delete require the
read or write permission of the file’s parent directory (instead
of the file itself). To support direct userspace handling of
these operations through page mapping, ArckFS co-locates
a file’s inode together with its directory entry. For example,
in Figure 4, the “a.txt” (and “b.txt”) block contains both the
file’s inode and its directory entry. Due to the co-location,
there can be no "." and ".." in the core state of a directory.
Instead, a LibFS maintains them in its auxiliary state. Sec-
tion 4.3 discusses how to preserve the integrity of sensitive
information in inodes (i.e., file access permission).

4.2 Handling File System Operations with LibFS

ArckFS’ LibFS handles file system operations by directly
accessing its auxiliary state and the mapped core state (i.e.,
files’ index and data pages). In addition, occasionally, the
LibFS issues request to the kernel controller to, e.g., map or
unmap files and allocate or free NVM pages. We next discuss
the design of LibFSes’ auxiliary state (as shown in Figure 4)
to enable efficient and scalable file system operations.

Regular file operations. For a regular file, the LibFS uses a
radix tree to map the offset within a file to the corresponding
index page. Inspired by prior works [20, 43, 55], LibFS enables
fine-grained concurrent access to a file with a readers-writer
inode lock and a readers-writer range lock. Thus, within a
process, LibFS allows one thread to append or truncate the
file and multiple threads to concurrently write the disjoint
region of the file and concurrent read from the file.
Directory operations. For each directory, the LibFS uses
a resizable chained hash table to map the name of a file to
its directory entry. In addition, the LibFS extends the per-
inode log-structured design in NOVA [49, 50] by maintaining
a logging tail for each non-full data page instead of a single
logging tail in NOVA. Thus, threads can operate in parallel on
different logging tails. To handle size increases, the LibFS
also maintains the tail of the index pages (index tail). Each
directory has three types of locks: per-bucket readers-writer
locks in the hash table, a lock for each logging tail, and a lock
for the index tail. As shown in §6.4, such a design achieves
much better scalability than prior works.
Building auxiliary state from core state. For a regular
file, the LibFS initializes a radix tree and iterates through
the index pages to insert its address into the radix tree. It
finishes the building by initializing the inode lock and the
range lock. For a directory, the LibFS iterates the directory
entries and inserts them into the hash table. It finishes the
building by initializing the logging tails, the index tail, and
their locks. A LibFS can preserve the auxiliary state of a file
until another application requests to write to the file.

4.3 Enforcing Metadata Integrity upon Sharing

Trio enables confining metadata corruption within the ap-
plication that causes it (§3.2). This subsection presents how
ArckFS enforces this guarantee by detecting and fixing meta-
data corruption in a file’s core state upon sharing.
Detecting metadata corruption. The integrity verifier in
ArckFS is a trusted standalone process responsible for de-
tecting metadata corruption. We refer to the integrity checks
in the ext4 file system checker (i.e., e2fsck) [9, 17] and adapt
them to ArckFS. We find that ArckFS’ minimal core state
greatly simplifies the integrity check. Also, the checks in
ArckFS are quite different from e2fsck and include a few
extra checks due to (1) the differences in file system data
structures and (2) that e2fsck checks file system integrity
globally and offline while ArckFS’ integrity verifier operates
on an individual file and online. The integrity verifier detects
metadata corruption by checking the following invariances.
I1: Fields in each inode and directory entry are valid.

The integrity verifier checks for invalid values of each field
and inconsistency among fields within the file. Examples
include (1) the file type is valid: either a directory or a regular
file, (2) no file shares the same name under one directory,
and (3) no “/” in file names.



I2: A file’s inode number, index pages and data pages

are valid. Specifically, a file’s inode, index page, and data
pages must either already exist before mapping to the LibFS
or be allocated to the LibFS by the kernel controller. Further-
more, the inode and pages are not doubly referenced.

To perform these checks, the kernel controller maintains
the following global file system information: (1) all the in-
odes and pages that are write-mapped or allocated to each
LibFS and (2) all the inodes and pages that are in the existing
files. The kernel controller updates such information when
a LibFS maps or unmaps a file and allocates or frees inodes
or data pages. The integrity verifier has read access to such
information and can thereby perform the checks.
I3: The directory hierarchy forms a connected tree.

Since ArckFS’s directory core state does not contain "." and
".." (§4.1), the integrity verifier is freed from checking the
inconsistency caused by them. Since ArckFS currently does
not support hard links, enforcing I2 already prohibits cy-
cles in the directory hierarchy. Thus, enforcing I3 means the
integrity verifier only needs to ensure the directory tree is
connected. To achieve this, the integrity verifier compares
the directory under check against its checkpoint state (used
for recovery as detailed below) to identify deleted child di-
rectories. The integrity verifier then checks that the deleted
child directory is not mapped to any LibFS and has no file
under it.
I4: The access permission is correctly enforced. ArckFS
uses MMU to enforce the access permission under most sce-
narios, with one case requiring extra handling. Specifically,
inodes mapped to LibFSes contain access permissions (§4.1).
Therefore, any application with write access to the directory
can modify the permissions, leading to security vulnerabil-
ities. To resolve this, the kernel controller maintains file
access permission in the shadow inode table (§4.1) and uses
them as ground truth; the ones in a normal inode are treated
as cached state. To execute permission change operations (i.e.,
chmod and chown), a LibFS issues request to the kernel con-
troller to modify the access permission in the shadow inode.
Fixing metadata corruption. ArckFS handles corruption
by rolling back the file’s metadata to a checkpoint state while
also includingmechanisms tominimize data loss. Specifically,
before the kernel controller grants one LibFS (LibFS A) write
access to a file, it checkpoints the file’s metadata (i.e., index
pages for a regular file; both index and data pages for a
directory). Afterward, upon file sharing, if the verification
fails, ArckFS notifies LibFS A to fix the corruption with a
timeout. If LibFS A cannot fix the corruption, the kernel
controller makes the corrupted file a private file to LibFS A
and preserves LibFS A’s access to avoid data loss.

The kernel controller then fixes the corruption by making
a copy of the corrupted file and reverts the file’s metadata
state to a checkpoint state. An inconsistency might occur

between the current and the checkpointed file size. The ker-
nel controller resolves it by trimming or padding zero bits to
the file. To further avoid data loss, the kernel controller pro-
vides a commit call for LibFSes to replace a file’s checkpoint
with the current state, given that the current state passes the
integrity check, thereby ensuring the kernel controller will
not revert the changes.

4.4 Crash Consistency

Overview. ArckFS’ core state (§4.1) does not specify a
crash consistency mechanism to enable LibFSes to design
their own. Thus, when a LibFS registers with the kernel con-
troller, it also needs to specify a program to handle crashes.
Upon reboot after a crash, the kernel controller invokes this
program to perform recovery. Since ArckFS cannot trust
the programs provided by LibFSes, it invokes the integrity
verifier after recovery to ensure the valid state of all files
that are mapped as writable when the crash occurs.
Consistency mode of the LibFS. We next discuss the de-
sign of the crash consistency mechanism of ArckFS’ LibFS.
Similar to other designs [24, 31, 32, 49, 55], the LibFS en-
sures all metadata operations are synchronous (i.e., the oper-
ation persists on NVM before the system call returns) and
atomic (i.e., no partial update). Data operations are synchro-
nous but not atomic (i.e., a partial write is possible upon
crash). Extending the LibFS to support other consistency
modes is simple by following the prior approaches [32, 49].
Consistency mechanism in the LibFS. Current hardware
supports atomic NVM updates up to 16 bytes [24, 55]. For
most operations, ArckFS’s core state design (§4.1) enables
LibFSes to use atomic updates to ensure crash consistency.
For example, during file creation, LibFS first persists all other
writes of the directory entry with an inode number 0 to mark
the directory as invalid. Finally, it persists the update to the
inode number. A few complex operations, such as rename,
require journaling. ArckFS uses undo logs for simplicity.

4.5 Implementation

We implement the kernel controller as a module for the
5.13.13 Linux kernel. As with prior works [35, 46], the kernel
controller uses leases to prevent a LibFS from holding a file
forever. The LibFS’ index structures, specifically the radix
tree and the hash table (§4.2), are inspired by ScaleFS [18].
As with NOVA [49] and WineFS [31], the kernel controller and
LibFS implement the heap and inode allocators in DRAM
as red-black trees. However, since the aforementioned file
systems are in the kernel, most of the time, we need to reim-
plement the data structures in the LibFS. We implement
the kernel controller and the integrity verifier from scratch.
The kernel controller, LibFS, and the integrity verifier have
3791, 7586, and 457 lines of code, respectively. The code of
the integrity verifier is small since there is no complex data



structure in ArckFS’s core state, and verifying metadata
integrity in runtime avoids many checks [26].
Multicore scalability. ArckFS’s design enables fine-
grained parallelism to directories and files (§4.2). In addi-
tion, we make key data structures in the kernel controller
and LibFS per-CPU, including the block allocators, inode
allocators, file descriptor allocators, and journal. ArckFS
implements its readers-writer locks based on state-of-the-art
synchronization techniques [22].
Adapting to Intel Optane PM. We implement ArckFS for
the Intel Optane PM since it is the only publicly available
NVM. Due to the hardware design of Optane PM, excessive
concurrent access frommultiple CPUs and remote NUMA ac-
cess significantly degrades performance [21, 29, 47, 51]. Thus,
ArckFS employs the opportunistic delegation technique in
OdinFS [55] to maximize PM performance. Specifically, Ar-
ckFS creates multiple background kernel threads (delegation
threads) in each NUMA node. The delegation threads are
shared by all LibFSes. Application threads cannot access
NVM but instead sends the access request to one of the dele-
gation threads in the corresponding NUMA node with a per-
application ring buffer. Afterward, the application threads
wait for the delegation threads to perform and complete
the access. The fixed number of delegation threads avoids
performance collapse due to concurrent access. Moreover,
delegation threads always perform local NVM access. There-
fore, it scales NVM performance. Furthermore, by striping
the file data across NVM in multiple NUMA nodes, ArckFS
handles bulk data operations by letting delegation threads ac-
cess NVM nodes in parallel, fully utilizing aggregated NVM
bandwidth. Due to the communication overhead, ArckFS
does not delegate small NVM access (read access less than
32KB and write access less than 256 bytes).

5 File System Customization

This section showcases Trio’s unprivileged private cus-
tomization advantage with two customized LibFSes: KVFS,
which is very similar to the customization case in Aerie [46],
and FPFS, which is based on full path indexing [45, 53]. KVFS
and FPFS’s designs are based on ArckFS’s core state (§4.1),
involving heavy changes in the interfaces andmetadata struc-
tures of ArckFS’s LibFS. Furthermore, KVFS and FPFS as-
sume specific workloads and cannot (efficiently) handle other
workloads or even certain basic file system operations. For
example, FPFS cannot efficiently handle rename. Nonethe-
less, realizing KVFS and FPFS with Trio does not require
modifying the trusted entities, and Trio enables deploying
them to only applications that can benefit without affect-
ing other applications. Neither of these two advantages is
possible with Aerie.
KVFS. Applications, such as email clients [5] and some HPC
applications [15, 16], operate on many small files. A generic
file system incurs the overhead of file descriptors with the

open and close interfaces. Furthermore, the file system also
suffers from the overhead of managing and walking index
structures. Both overheads are too high for small files.
We design KVFS to optimize applications working with

many small files. Specifically, we add to ArckFS’ LibFS get
and set interfaces, that directly read from, or create and
write to a specified file, respectively. The get and set APIs
always operate from the beginning of a file. Thus, it does not
need to maintain file descriptors, thereby eliminating their
overhead. KVFS assumes a small maximal file size (32KB
in our design). Thus, we replace the radix tree in ArckFS’
auxiliary state with a fix-sized array, thereby minimizing
the overhead associated with index structures. Finally, with
many files, concurrent accesses from threads to the same
file becomes unlikely. Therefore, we replace the fine-grained
locks in ArckFS’ auxiliary state with a simple spinlock to
optimize for non-contended cases.
FPFS. With a typical file system, resolving a path requires it-
erating through each directory along the path. This approach
incurs high overhead with deep directory hierarchies. We
design FPFS for applications working with deep directory
hierarchies. FPFS replaces the per-directory hash table in
ArckFS’ auxiliary state with a global hash table that directly
maps a path to the corresponding directory entry in the core
state. It thus eliminates directory traversals and significantly
improves the performance of applications working with deep
directory hierarchies.
Customization limits. To enforce metadata integrity, Trio
limits the scope of customization to the auxiliary state in
each LibFS (§3.2). Hence, customizations involving changing
the core state require special privileges. For example, Ar-
ckFS’s core state cannot support conventional log-structured
file systems [37, 44]. Nonetheless, ArckFS’s minimal core
state (§4.1) can enable various customizations, including file
system interfaces, caching mechanisms, key data structures,
concurrency control, and crash consistency, which is more
flexible than prior approaches like Aerie.

6 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:
• What is ArckFS’s performance with a single thread
(§6.2) and multiple threads (§6.3)?

• Does ArckFS scale file system operations? (§6.4)
• CanArckFS ensure metadata integrity upon malicious
LibFSes and what is the sharing cost? (§6.5)

• How do ArckFS and the customized file system per-
form with macro-benchmarks and LevelDB? (§6.6)

6.1 Evaluation setup

Environment. Our evaluation machine has eight sockets
and equips with 224-core Intel Xeon Platinum 8276L pro-
cessors and 6144GB Optane PM DIMMs. The system runs
Ubuntu 20.04 and Linux kernel 5.13.13.



Baseline file systems. We compare ArckFS against
five in-kernel file systems: ext4 [6], PMFS [24], NOVA [49],
OdinFS [55], WineFS [31], and two userspace file systems:
SplitFS [32], Strata [35]. ext4 is a mature and widely used
real-world file system and others are state-of-the-art NVM
research file systems. PMFS is developed by Intel to exploit
NVM characteristics, particularly the byte addressability.
NOVA and WineFS improve upon PMFSwith efficient data struc-
tures and faster crash consistency mechanisms (per-inode
log in NOVA and per-CPU journaling in WineFS). OdinFS builds
upon NOVA and WineFS with opportunistic delegation to
maximize NVM performance (§4.5).
SplitFS and Strata are the only userspace file systems we

can run and evaluate (as detailed below). Both handle data
operations in userspace and require a trusted entity to handle
metadata operations (§2.3.1). In the current implementation,
SplitFS uses ext4, while Strata uses a privileged process.
Configuration. We configure the baseline file systems with
the default setup except that we enable the DAX option for
ext4. They provide weaker or the same crash consistency
guarantee as ArckFS (§4.4). We evaluate ArckFS with two
setups. The default one utilizes all eight NVM NUMA nodes,
each with twelve delegation threads (following OdinFS’ de-
fault setup). This setup demonstrates the maximal through-
put and scalability ArckFS can achieve. For comparison, we
configure OdinFS with the same setup. We further create
a RAID0 of NVM nodes [4] and mount ext4 on top of it
(ext4(RAID0)). 3 To compare ArckFS against file systems
that do not considerthe Optane characteristics discussed
in §4.5, we also evaluate ArckFS on a single NUMA node
without opportunistic delegation (ArckFS-no-dele).
Workload. Our workloads cover a wide range of file sys-
tem use cases. For microbenchmarks, we use the popular
fio [8] and FxMark [39] to evaluate latency, throughput,
andmulticore scalability, focusing on both data andmetadata
operations. We configure fio to let each thread access a 1GB
private file. We use Webserver, Fileserver, Webproxy, and
Varmail in Filebench [7] and LevelDB as macrobenchmarks.
Limitations. We test ArckFS’ crash consistency with unit
tests during development but do not evaluate it with testing
frameworks such as Chipmunk [36]. We cannot run Strata
beyond one thread (and thus only show its results in §6.2).
We do not include ZoFS [23] and KucoFS [20] due to no source
code access. Despite our best efforts, we are unable to run
Aerie [46] and ctFS [38] with the provided configurations.

6.2 Single thread performance

Figure 5 shows the performance of common file system op-
erations with a single thread. Due to space limitations, we
present NOVA and SplitFS for data operations, represent-
ing the the best-performant kernel and userspace file sys-
tems, respectively. Similarly, we present NOVA and Strata
3Other evaluated NVM file systems cannot operate on a Linux RAID.
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Figure 5. Single thread performance of the evaluated file systems.

for metadata operations. We present OdinFS’ data opera-
tion results to show the advantages of direct NVM access in
ArckFS. Since small NVM accesses are not delegated (§4.5),
ArckFS-no-dele performs similarly toArckFS for metadata
operations and is thus omitted.

With the 4KB access size, SplitFS and ArckFS-no-dele
outperform NOVA by 9% – 31% due to direct NVM ac-
cess. The performance difference between SplitFS and
ArckFS-no-dele is due to different implementations of
memcpy. Opportunistic delegation introduces the overhead
of striping data across NVM nodes and the communica-
tion overhead. As a result, ArckFS is 21% slower than
ArckFS-no-dele but still outperforms NOVA by around 6%.

With the 2MB access size, the advantage of direct NVM
access is minimal since the data copy time dominates. OdinFS
and ArckFS parallelize data access with opportunistic dele-
gation and thus performmuch better than others. In this case,
since application threads only need to send requests to dele-
gation threads (instead of performing data copy), avoiding
kernel trapping brings a significant advantage. In summary,
ArckFS outperforms others by 3.1× to 25× and 2.0× to 15×
for 2M-read and 2M-write, respectively.
Workloads for metadata performance include open and

close a file in a five-depth directory, create an empty file,
delete all the empty files under one directory. ArckFS’s
performance advantage comes from both direct NVM ac-
cess and efficient data structures (§4.2). Taking create as an
example, we find NOVA and Strata spend at least 42% and
44.5% of the time in VFS and digestion, respectively. Besides
that, the rest of the performance difference is due to the data
structure design. For example, with our workload, we find
the index data structures in NOVA (radix tree) are slower than
ArckFS’s hash table. As a result, for open, create, delete
ArckFS outperforms others by 1.6× to 5.6×, 3.3× to 5.3×,
and 7.4× to 9.4×, respectively.
Summary. ArckFS outperforms due to direct access (for
both data and metadata operations), opportunistic delega-
tion (for data operations), and efficient data structures (for
metadata operations).
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Figure 6. Throughput of the evaluated file systems with one and
eight NUMA nodes. ArckFS follows OdinFS’s design to scale NVM
performance and outperforms OdinFS with direct NVM access.

6.3 Data operation performance

Figure 6 shows the throughput of each file system with one
and eight NUMA nodes evaluated with fio. With one NUMA
node, for 4KB read and write, ArckFS-no-dele outperforms
other file systems by 10% – 12% due to direct access. For
2MB read and write, all the evaluated file systems perform
similarly. The throughput drop is due to excessive concurrent
accesses (§4.5).
With eight NUMA nodes, for 4KB-read and 4KB-write,

when the thread count is low,ArckFS (and OdinFS) performs
similarly or worse than other file systems (§6.2). However,
OdinFS and ArckFS can scale to 224 threads because they
employ opportunistic delegation to preserve NVM perfor-
mance (§4.5). ArckFS further outperforms OdinFS due to
direct NVM access. With 224 threads, ArckFS outperform
OdinFS by up to 1.3× and other file systems by up to 22×.
For 2MB-read and 2MB-write, since OdinFS and ArckFS

parallelize NVM access (§6.2), they constantly outperform
other file systems. ext4(RAID0) also scales 2MB-read because

Name Description

DWTL Reduces the size of a private by 4K.
MRP(L/M/H) Open a (private/random/same) file in five-depth dirs.
MRD(L/M) Enumerate files of a (private/shared) directory.
MWC(L/M) Create an empty file in a (privte/shared) dir.
MWU(L/M) Unlink an empty file in a (private/shared) dir.
MWRL Rename a private file in a private dir.
MWRM Move a private file to a shared dir.

Table 2. Summary of FxMark’s metadata microbenchmarks.

it reduces the degree of concurrent access to NVM and re-
mote NVM reads incurs lower overhead than writes ([55]).
ext4(RAID0) does not scale 4KB-read due to a scalability
bottleneck. When the thread count increases, the NVM band-
width becomes the performance bottleneck and OdinFS starts
to catch up with ArckFS. With 224 threads, ArckFS outper-
forms evaluated file systems by 1.1× to 25×, and up to 15×
for 2MB-read and 2MB-write, respectively.
Summary. ArckFS follows OdinFS’s datapath design to
scale NVM performance for both read and write operations.
ArckFS further outperforms OdinFSwith direct NVM access.

6.4 Scalability

We evaluate file system scalability (i.e., performance with
increasing number of threads) using the FxMark benchmark
suite. Each benchmark in FxMark creates multiple threads
and each thread repeats the same operation. Table 2 summa-
rizes FxMark’s metadata benchmarks.
Data operation scalability. Due to space limitations, we
omit the figure of FxMark’s data microbenchmarks. Except
ArckFS and OdinFS, only PMFS and NOVA scale one workload:
DRBL. ArckFS and OdinFS scale due to opportunistic delega-
tion, fine-grained file access (§4.2), per-CPU data structures,
and advanced lock design (§4.5).ArckFS further outperforms
OdinFS with direct NVM access. As a result, ArckFS scales
linearly in all the read-dominated workloads and maintains
the maximal throughput in all the write-dominated work-
loads, up to 224 threads. In summary, ArckFS outperforms
OdinFS by 3.2× and others by up to 850×, respectively.
Metadata operation scalability. Figure 7 presents the scal-
ability of metadata operations. Essentially, for all the other
evaluated file systems, VFS decides their scalability. Specifi-
cally, most other file systems can only scale MRPL and MRDL
since the scalability bottlenecks in VFS (e.g., coarse locks on
directory cache, inode cache, directory inode and the global
rename lock) prevent scaling other microbenchmarks [39].
Direct NVM access allows ArckFS to avoid the scalabil-

ity bottleneck in the VFS. Furthermore, ArckFS scales due
to its scalable data structures and lock design (§4.2, §4.5).
Hence, for DWTL and all the read-dominated workloads, Ar-
ckFS scales linearly. Specifically, for microbenchmarks per-
forming open and enumerate, at 224 threads, ArckFS outper-
forms others by 5.4× to 334× and 7.4× to 25×, respectively.
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Figure 7. Metadata scalability of the evaluated file systems. ArckFS scales thanks to kernel bypassing and scalable design. Results with one
NUMA node are similar to those under 28 threads and thus omitted.

For MWCL and MWUL, ArckFS does not scale linearly due to
excessive concurrent NVM access; these small accesses are
not delegated (§4.5). This does not affect MWRL since ArckFS
writes much less NVM data for it. The scalability of MWCM,
MWUM, and MWRM drops due to the contention in ArckFS’s di-
rectory hash tables. Furthermore, MWCM and MWRM also contend
on logging tails and the index tail (§4.2). In summary, for
microbenchmarks that perform create, unlink, and rename,
at 224 threads, ArckFS outperforms by 2.3× to 21.2×, 8.9×
to 32.7×, 16.2× to 36.4×, respectively.
Summary. Direct NVM access allows ArckFS to bypass
the scalability bottleneck in VFS. Leveraging this, the careful
data structure design in ArckFS makes it scale significantly
better than existing NVM file systems.

6.5 Metadata Integrity and Sharing Cost

Detecting and recovering from metadata corruption.

We design tests emulating both malicious LibFSes and buggy
LibFSes to stress the metadata integrity enforcement design
in ArckFS (§4.3). Specifically, we handcrafted eleven attacks
performed by a malicious LibFS corrupting metadata, some
mentioned in §2.3.2. For example, the malicious LibFS (1)
modifies pointers in index pages to point to DRAM data;
(2) removes a non-empty directory; (3) creates file names
containing “/” to trick another LibFS into accessing a wrong
file; (4) causes loops within a file’s index pages.
To emulate a buggy LibFS, for each integrity checks in

the verifier, we create an automated script to corrupt the
relevant metadata with, say, a random value. We also run

NOVA ArckFS ArckFS-trust-group

4KB-write 2MB 1.92GiB/s 1.90GiB/s 1.95GiB/s
4KB-write 1GB 1.91GiB/s 0.25GiB/s 1.95GiB/s
Create 10 8.2`s 7.8`s 1.5`s
Create 100 8.4`s 32.7`s 1.6`s

Table 3. Performance of ArckFS when two threads concurrently
update the same file.

different scripts together to cause more complex corruption.
In total, we cause 134 corruption scenarios.

In all the test cases, the integrity verifier can detect the cor-
ruption, and the kernel controller can restore the corrupted
file to a consistent state.
Sharing cost. When multiple untrusted applications con-
currently update a file, ArckFS incurs a sharing cost
caused by file mapping and unmapping, integrity verifica-
tion, and rebuilding the auxiliary state. We evaluate the
sharing cost with (1) two applications writing 4KB to a
2MB (4KB-write 2MB) or a 1GB file (4KB-write 1GB) and (2)
two applications creating empty files in a directory that con-
tains 10 (create-10) or 100 files (create-100).
Table 3 shows the results. When the file/directory size

is small, the sharing cost is negligible (< 5`s) for write
and modest for create, leading to similar performance as
NOVA. The overhead increases when the file/directory size
grows. Figure 8 shows the breakdown of the overhead. Specif-
ically, for 4KB-write 1GB, mapping and unmapping files,
where each iteration takes 670ms on average, contribute
to 99% of the overhead. With ArckFS’s 100ms lease time,
this results in an overhead of 7.8×. For create, we stress



Name # Files Avg. file size I/O size (r/w) R/W

Fileserver 10K 2MB 1MB / 512KB 1:2
Webserver 20K 4MB 1MB / 256KB 10:1
Webproxy 100K 512MB 1MB / 16KB 5:1
Varmail 100K 16KB 1MB / 16KB 1:1

Table 4. Filebench workloads configurations, which aim to cover a
wide range of file system use cases.

the sharing overhead by making applications unmap a file
after each operation. Thus, in this case, the overhead of
verification (300`𝑠 , 81%), and rebuilding the auxiliary state
dominates (12%), leading to an overhead of 20.4×. Lever-
aging the trust group (§3.2) can eliminate the overhead.
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Figure 8. Breakdown of ArckFS’
sharing cost.

Summary. ArckFS can
effectively enforce meta-
data integrity in the
presence of buggy or
malicious LibFSes. Con-
current write access to
a shared file from un-
trusted applications in-
cur sharing cost for Ar-
ckFS. If applicable, a
user can use the trust
group to avoid it.

6.6 Macrobenchmarks and Real-World Applications

Filebench. We use four Filebench benchmarks: Fileserver,
Webserver, Webproxy, and Varmail with configurations
shown in Table 4. We aim to cover a wide range of file sys-
tem use cases with such configurations. Specifically, File-
server and Webserver are data-intensive, performing large
file writes and reads, respectively. Webproxy stresses both
data and metadata operations, performing small file reads.
Varmail is metadata-intensive, performing small file writes.
We find that Filebench introduces a severe scalability bot-
tleneck (by locking the whole fileset to choose a file for
operations like open) for Webproxy and Varmail. We bypass
it by assigning a private fileset to each thread. However, we
cannot increase the fileset count beyond sixteen due to a bug
in Filebench. Due to time limitations, we evaluate Webproxy
and Varmail with only up to sixteen threads.
Figure 9 shows the result. For Fileserver and Webserver,

with one NUMA node, all the file systems perform similarly.
With eight NUMA nodes, ArckFS outperforms others by
1.1× to 27.3×, and 1.2× to 4.1×, respectively. These results
are consistent with results in §6.3. Again, ArckFS and
OdinFS outperform thanks to their datapath design that
maximizes NVM performance, and ArckFS outperforms
OdinFS due to direct NVM access and efficient metadata
path (especially in Websever).
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Figure 9. Filebench results.ArckFS consistently outperforms other
evaluated file systems in various workloads. The one NUMA node
results of Webproxy and Varmail are similar to those with eight
NUMA nodes and thus omitted.

Throughput (ops/ms) ext4 NOVA WineFS ArckFS ArckFS-nd

Fill 100K 1.23 2.53 2.60 3.81 2.71
Fill seq 135 210 239 419 561
Fill sync 17 189 211 291 378
Fill random 123 196 219 343 452
Read random 93 131 142 144 174
Delete random 148 217 245 494 603

Table 5. Performance of LevelDB with the evaluated file systems.
ext4(RAID0) always underperforms ext4, and is thus omitted. We
cannot evaluate other file systems since they do not implement
(functional) mmap().

Due to direct NVM access and efficient metadata opera-
tions, ArckFS significantly outperforms others, including
OdinFS, with workloads performing many metadata opera-
tions and small file accesses. Specifically, for Webproxy and
Varmail, ArckFS outperforms others by 2.2× to 8.0× and
2.4× to 34.2×, respectively.
LevelDB. We evaluate LevelDB by running db_bench with
the default setup; db_bench runs with one thread, the value
size is 100 bytes, and there are one million objects in the
database. As shown in Table 5, ArckFS outperforms all the
evaluated file systems across all the workloads. ArckFS out-
performs the second-best performant file system: WineFS, by
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Figure 10. Customized file systems enabled by Trio: KVFS and
FPFS further outperform ArckFS.

up to 3.1× and ext4 by 1.5× to 17×. With Fill100K, ArckFS-
nd is 29% slower than ArckFS. This is because Fill100K
performs large file writes, and ArckFS benefits from the ac-
cess parallelization enabled by the opportunistic delegation
(§4.5). On the other hand, other workloads mostly perform
small file accesses, where the opportunistic delegation incurs
the striping and communication overhead (§6.2). As a result,
ArckFS-nd outperforms ArckFS by 21% to 34%.
Customization. We design two customized file systems:
KVFS and FPFS (§5) using the Trio architecture. Figure 10
demonstrates the performance benefits of customization.
We extend Filebench with a key-value interface to support
KVFS. We create a directory depth of 20 in Varmail to stress
path resolution. Both workloads run with eight threads. In
Webproxy, KVFS avoids managing file descriptors and file
indexes, further outperforming ArckFS by 1.3× and others
by 2.9×. In Varmail, FPFS supports full path indexing and
thus further outperforms ArckFS by 1.2× and others by 21×.
Summary. ArckFS consistently outperforms other NVM
file systems in macrobenchmarks that cover a wide range of
file system use cases. The flexible customization enabled by
Trio can further improve application performance.

7 Other related work

Trio follows Exokernel [25, 30] to provide applications with
secure direct access to storage devices and a minimal abstrac-
tion for customization. Unlike Trio, Exokernel assumes a
conventional disk and thus still requires kernel mediation for
disk accesses. Furthermore, Exokernel cannot enable sharing
among customized LibFSes and cannot enforce the metadata
integrity of a POSIX-like file system. Arrakis [41] also as-
sumes a conventional disk, leverages hardware extension to
partition the disk statically, and assigns applications a por-
tion of the storage device for direct access. Thus, accessing
a file in another application’s region requires inter-process
communication. Trio resolves the four way tension among
direct access, customization, sharing, and security on the
emerging NVM storage device.
State separation. ScaleFS [18] decouples an in-memory
file system from an on-disk file system using operation logs.
Unlike ScaleFS, Trio only has a single layer of file systems:

LibFSes and LibFSes directly accesses NVM, thereby avoiding
the disadvantages of a log-based design (§2.3.1). NOVA [49]
and Flatstore [19] maintain logs on NVM and maintain in-
dexes in DRAM to improve performance. Trio generalizes
this design philosophy, applies it to userspace NVM file sys-
tems, and solves different problems.
Verifying file system consistency. SQCK [28] is a file
system checker based on SQL to achieve simplicity and better
functionality than e2fsck. Trio’s integrity verifier performs
similarly to Recon [26], which pioneers enforcing metadata
integrity online and locally.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents Trio, a new userspace NVM file system
architecture that unleashes its performance potential and
ensures metadata integrity. By separating the file system
state into a single commonly shared core state and private
auxiliary state in each component, Trio simultaneously al-
lows LibFSes to directly access NVM, applications to flexibly
customize its LibFSes without special privileges or affecting
other applications, and untrusted applications can securely
share a file with its private LibFSes. Leveraging Trio, we de-
sign ArckFS, a generic POSIX-like file system with a careful
design to achieve low latency, high throughput, and excel-
lent scalability for both data and metadata operations. Our
extensive evaluation shows that ArckFS constantly outper-
forms existing NVM file systems by several times to orders
of magnitude, while the customized file systems enabled by
Trio further outperform ArckFS. Our artifact is publicly
available at https://github.com/vmexit/trio-sosp23-ae.
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